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Abstract
Recommender systems primarily utilize the,
highly sparse, explicit rating information to make
relevant predictions. This data scarcity places a
limit on the accuracy of prediction. In this work
we attempt to alleviate the problem of data
sparsity by using secondary information. Most
existing works incorporate auxiliary information
in a (bi-linear) matrix factorization setup; whilst
our model is based on a (convex) matrix
completion framework. In this work, we use
auxiliary information about users and items to
impose additional constraints on the recovered
rating values; adopting ideas from supervised
learning. Alongside, we also propose a method to
utilize the information map extracted from
supervised learning approach to handle the cold
start problem. Most works that address the cold
start problem are focused on users with very few
ratings - this is not the pure cold-start problem.
However, in this work we target new users and
items which have no ratings available for them;
and only has the associated metadata. We
propose an algorithm using split Bregman
technique for solving our formulations.
Comparison of our design with existing state of
the art methods for RS design on the movie
recommender systems clearly indicate the
superiority of our formulation over existing
methods.
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1. Introduction
Today recommender systems (RS) [1,2] are the
workhorse behind all Business-to-Client eCommerce
portals. To facilitate the user, a recommender system
predicts the user’s choices and suggests a handful of
items; if the prediction is good the user buys it. The
importance of accurate recommendation and hence the
focus on building efficient RS is very clear - better the
prediction, more is the revenue for the portal.
RS largely rely on some form of feedback provided by
users on a subset of items, such as purchase information,
like/dislike options or explicit rating data, to predict the
ratings on yet unrated items. Gathering this information
involves a user’s active participation, either by means of
purchase or some form of interviewing process (like
seeking user’s rating on a selected set of items), which is
not always a plausible scenario. Lack of this preference
information, especially in case of new users registering on
the system can be major bottleneck in improving
customer satisfaction. It is essential for RS to provide
satisfactory suggestions to such (new) users as well,
failing in which can cause potential loss of customers and
revenue.
In absence of any explicit predilection information,
the rating prediction for new users (user cold start
problem) can be based on available secondary data like
user’s demographics. Consider for example distribution
based on age grouping; children in age group of 1-10 will
most likely have affinity for animation movies; similarly,
young adults (say 20-30 years) can have affinity for
action/thriller. Similarly, women may have in general
affinity for rom-com or family genres whereas males
might be more inclined towards action. On similar lines,
metadata for new items (such as their category
information) can be used to gauge user’s interest in them;
thereby solving the item cold start problem. For example,
a user who liked comedies in past will most likely enjoy
comic recommendations. Thus, auxiliary data can prove
to be a valuable source of information in RS; idea being
exploited in several works [3,4]. Despite the difficulty in

garnering collaborative information for new users or
items, most existing works [5,6] handling the cold start
problem work with users and/or items which have small
number of ratings available for them i.e. solve the partial
cold start problem. Several works rely on building
interviewing process [7,8] to collect (new) user’s ratings
on few selected items, which might not be convenient in
all scenarios outside the academia. For example, eretailers such as amazon or alibaba does not gather such
information from new users and sites garnering such
information are becoming increasingly rare.
The metadata used for prediction to solve the cold
start problem can also be used to augment the rating
dataset for warm start users. The explicit rating data (from
users) is much more reliable than implicitly gathered
information but suffer from extreme data sparsity. To
alleviate this data sparsity, user/item auxiliary information
can be exploited.
Traditionally, collaborative filtering (CF) [9,10]
techniques have been used as de-facto approach to
harness the explicit rating data for rating prediction. In
recent past, researchers have proposed models based on
CF schemes to assimilate user/ item metadata as well.
This additional data has been used to augment the explicit
rating data in either a memory based setup [4,11] or in
latent factor framework [12,13].
Neighborhood based models [14] although easy to
implement, do not always yield the best of results [15];
latent factor models [16] being more powerful. These
models assume that user’s choices on items are
determined by very few factors. The user has an affinity
towards these factors whereas the items possesses these
factors to a lesser or greater extent. Thus both the users
and items can be characterized as vectors of latent factors;
user’s rating on an item expressed as an inner product
between the user and item latent factor vectors.
In light of the arguments presented above, in this
work, we aim to use auxiliary data in a latent factor
framework to improve prediction accuracy for both warm
start and pure cold start scenarios. The highlight of our
approach is that the proposed method to solve the cold
start problem for new users/items is a direct increment of
the model proposed for improving prediction accuracy for
existing users; thereby handling both the major problems
without increased resource requirement or complexity.
Such a comprehensive model has not been proposed.
Another highlight of our model is use of matrix
completion formulation, instead of more commonly
employed matrix factorization (MF) [17], which attempts
to recover the rating matrix as a product of two matrices –
user’s latent factor and item’s latent factor matrix. Matrix
factorization is computationally fast, but unfortunately it
is bilinear and hence non-convex. Recently, researchers in
signal processing showed that, instead of formulating the
latent factor model as a matrix factorization problem, it
can be recast as a low-rank matrix completion problem
(LRMC) - a convex formulation [18,19]. As discussed

above, latent factor model assumes that an item’s rating is
a function of a handful of features (latent factors). As, the
entire rating matrix is a result of interaction amongst the
latent factor vectors of users and items, its structure is
governed by the small number of factors only. This results
in the low rank nature of the rating matrix enabling use of
LRMC techniques for rating prediction. We formulate our
proposition as an augmented matrix completion problem
(with additional regularization terms) – which enjoys the
benefit of a convex formulation, deriving ideas from
supervised learning.
In addition, unlike most recent works, which use
user’s social profile or trust network as additional data
source [13], we use user’s demography and item category
information to supplement the rating database. It is
difficult for RS to acquire social relation data for user;
limiting the applicability of models using the same. Most
RS maintain a database of item genre/category (for
example an online book store will always have books
categorized as per genre). Also, usually users are required
to fill up some basic information (like age, gender etc.)
while registering on an online portal. Hence, this
information is readily available and at no extra cost,
enabling a wider applicability of our model.
The novelty of our approach lies in the use of easily
and widely available data (user demography and item
genres) in a supervised learning environment to generate
effective recommendations. We group together (label)
users based on their demographic information – age,
gender and occupation. The rating prediction is done
under the additional constraint of maintaining label
consistency. Similar strategy is adopted for items as well
by using the genres as classification labels. Use of
additional information (as constraints) to augment the
matrix completion model reduces the problem search
(solution)
space,
making
the
problem
less
underdetermined. There are few works [4,12] that
incorporate demographic data of users, however none of
them follow the principles of supervised learning
followed in our work. Also, as indicated in results section;
ours is a far superior formulation.
We extend our supervised learning based model to
mitigate the cold start problem as well. The label
consistency model is used to derive a relation between a
user’s and/or item’s class labeling and their rating pattern.
This information is used to predict the ratings and make
effective recommendations for new users (or new items)
for which secondary information is available. When a new
user enters a system, their record is updated and so is the
case with a new item (say movie) made available at an
online portal. Thus, in absence of any rating data for such
cold start conditions, this information makes effective
recommendations plausible. We also design an algorithm
based on split Bregman technique for our formulations.

2. Related Work
2.1 Matrix Factorization Framework for Latent
Factor Model
The explicit rating provided by a user ( Ri , j , user i on item
j) can be viewed as a combination of two factors –
baseline estimate and interaction component. The baseline
constitutes user and item biases. There are some users
who are overtly critical and tend to rate everything on the
lower side of the scale – they have negative bias;
similarly, there are some movies which are always rated
on the higher side – they have positive bias. The
'interaction' part models a user’s affinity for an item.
Usually baseline is computed offline by solving (2)
via stochastic gradient descent algorithm [17].
min
bi , b j
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where,  is the global mean; bi is ith the user bias and b j
is the item bias of jth item;

   b  b  is the baseline
i

j

component;  is the regularization parameter.
The interaction (Y) between the user and the item
Yi, j  Ri, j  b j  bi    is modelled in terms of latent
factors. Consider the case of movie ratings; choice of a
movie is determined by very few factors - genre, director,
cast, music etc. Each movie possesses these factors to a
certain extent, and each user has affinity towards these
factors. Based on this model one can represent a user (i)
by a vector U i and an item (j) by a vector V j
corresponding to latent factors. The 'interaction' can hence
be expressed as inner product of two U i ,V j .
The problem in CF is that all the user ratings are not
available; a typical user will only rate a small percentage
of all the items. Thus, if we consider the interaction
matrix (Y), it is incomplete. The problem in CF is to
predict all the missing ratings - i.e. fill in the rating
matrix. This can be expressed as an inverse problem
[14]; Y  M (UV ) , where M is a binary mask having
1's in place of available ratings and 0 elsewhere.
This problem is solved via the following optimization:

min Y  M
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This problem is non-convex in U and V, owing to the
bi-linearity. Thus there is no convergence guarantee.
2.2 Matrix Completion
If, we consider all the users and the items, the interaction
matrix will be represented as Z  UV ; Z  Z  K  N  is
complete interaction matrix with K users and N items.
Traditionally latent factor models formulated the
interaction component as a matrix factorization problem.
However, if we concentrate on rating prediction (only the

interaction Z), we do not need to solve for the user (U)
and the item (V) factor matrices separately, as long as we
can estimate Z. Recent studies proposed estimating Z
directly, by solving the inverse problem Y  M Z .
This is an under-determined inverse problem with
infinitely many solutions. In order to find a reasonable
solution, one needs some prior assumption regarding Z.
Even though Z is a very large matrix (hundreds of
thousands of users and items), it has a very low-rank; the
rank being the same as the number of latent factors. Thus
predicting the missing interactions turns out to be a
Matrix Completion problem (4)

min Y  M
Z

Z

2
F
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(4)
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The nuclear norm penalty promotes a low-rank
solution [20]. In this section, we review few LRMC
algorithms briefly.
Toh, & Yun [21] proposed Accelerated Proximal
Gradient (APG) algorithm for LRMC. It employs
Proximal Gradient (PG) [22] method with an appropriate
step size and an extra interpolation step to achieve faster
convergence. The iterative algorithm can be summarized
as follows
t k 1  1
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s.t. b  vec Y  ; A : block diag form ofM
Authors in [23] proposed a method for low-rank
matrix recovery using the Iterative Least Square (IRLS)
technique. It aims at minimizing the weighted Frobenius
2
norm, Wp1/ 2 X
of matrix, X. A low rank matrix (X)
F
results if weighting matrix W p is chosen appropriately.
IRLS algorithm for nuclear norm minimization consists of
following iterates
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Most of the existing methods for LRMC require large
number of iterations for convergence on large datasets.
We propose an algorithm for our augmented matrix
completion formulation based on split Bregman technique
[24]. Use of split Bregman helps achieve faster
convergence and improved recovery accuracy.
2.3 Use of Auxiliary Information
To augment the (sparse) explicit rating dataset several
researchers have utilized available secondary data. In this
section we review some of the techniques for the same.

Authors in [25] proposed a similarity measure
 simmod  to determine nearest neighbours based on both
rating data and demographic information (7).
simmod  simdem  simrat  simrat

(7)

where, simdem is similarity computed using demographics
and simrat is computed using explicit rating data.
Rating data is augmented with geo-spatial
information, in a neighbourhood based model, for
photograph recommendation in [26]. They used
geographical tag data to group photographs into clusters
and propagate ratings amongst the members of the same
cluster. Thus, a dense rating matrix is obtained which is
used as input to neighbourhood based CF algorithm.
Authors in [12] used graph regularization to augment
the matrix factorization model. User and item graphs were
constructed by utilizing user’s demographic and social
profile data and item’s genre classification.
min Y  M
U ,V
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where, Glu and Glv are the graph Laplacians for user and
item graphs respectively.
In [27] social network information and ratings are
used in a PMF (Probabilistic Matrix Factorization)
framework. Standard PMF models latent factor vectors as
independent Gaussian priors. In [12] PMF is modified to
allow for correlation between these Gaussian priors,
incorporating similarity amongst items/users.
Most Existing works, as discussed above, augment the
conventional matrix factorization framework with
secondary data. Also, they mainly rely on grouping of
users and/or items and promoting similarity amongst
latent factor vector of similar (grouped) users and/or
items. Though, authors in [28] augmented matrix
completion model, their model is also based on grouping
together similar users. They minimized the rating
variation amongst similar users (9). They do not exploit
item metadata in their framework


2
(9)
min Y  A( Z ) F   Z *    G  varg  R  
Z
GGroups 
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In this work, we build up on the (convex) matrix
completion model incorporating user/item metadata
(demographic information and item categorization) in a
label consistent (supervised learning) framework. Also,
our formulation can exploit both item and user metadata.
Use of label consistency model helps us derive linear
maps from rating space to item/user label domain. This
assists in solving the rating prediction problem for new
users and new items (cold start). None of prior art targets
both warm and cold start users together.

2.4 Cold Start Poblem
The problem of providing effective suggestions to new
users or recommending new items to existing users – the
cold start problem, is a big challenge in RS design. We
review some of prior art in the area.
In [29] used a trust based measure to determine
similar users instead of rating based similarity for cases
where very few ratings are available. They argued that
because trust propagates, there can be many more similar
users than if (very few) ratings are considered, making
predictions better. Authors in [6] used social tags as a
means of relating users to items. The predictions are
based on the frequency of tags and the semantic
relationships between tags and items.
Works like [30] use small amount of rating
information alone to target partial cold start problem.
They based their predictions on a new similarity measure
that also consider the frequency and count of co-rated
items to remove disparity between users with highly
varied rating patterns.
Authors in [31] used user’s demographics to model an
alpha-community space model. Once a new user’s
communities are defined, one recommendation list per
community is generated based on adhoc level of
agreement recommendation process.
Most works, as highlighted above, solve the cold start
problem for cases where some rating information is
available. We, in this work attempt to solve the pure cold
start problem. Also, unlike existing methods which
attempt to separately solve the cold start problem, our
framework is a cohesive model aiming for improvements
in accuracy for existing users and mitigating the cold start
problem.

3. Proposed Formulation
In this section, we describe our proposed formulation
for design of a RS incorporating user-item metadata to
improve prediction accuracy. The design is also extended
to solve the pure cold start problem. The novelty of our
work lies in formulating a matrix completion based model
for exploiting user (demographic profile) metadata and
item categories along with the ratings. We augment the
LRMC model with label consistent constraints, derived
from user/item metadata, imposed on the rating matrix.
Also, the highlight of our design is that we put forth a
comprehensive model to handle two major problems
afflicting the RS – improving quality of prediction and the
cold start problem.
3.1
3.1.1

Problem Formulation
Low Rank nature of rating matrix

As discussed above, we perform offline baseline
estimation and work with interaction component alone.
Once the complete interaction matrix (Z) is recovered
(using proposed formulation) the baseline estimates are

(10)

*

where, A is a binary mask, which is 1’s in place of
available rating values and 0 otherwise; Z is the
completely filled matrix of interaction component; Y
interaction component of available ratings.
3.1.2

Incorporating Metadata

Nuclear norm minimization (10) requires that for a rank r
matrix of size n  n , at least  6n  5r  r samples be

User 1
User 2
..
User |U|

1
0
..
1

0
1
..
0

0
0
..
0

Age 2
(18-24)

Age 1
(1-17)

Gender 2
(F)

Gender 1
(M)

available [20]. For the case of RS design, size of matrix is
at least 1000 1000 , thereby requiring around 23% of the
ratings to be available for reasonable reconstruction
accuracy (assuming rank to be 40). However, in real
world datasets, the available information is less than 10%,
in some cases even as low as 1%.
Hence, there is considerable need for additional
information, which can alleviate data sparsity to improve
prediction accuracy. In this paper, we make use of user’s
demographic data and item genre information to augment
the rating data for a movie recommender system. Often,
during the process of sign up users are required to enter
their basic demographic data. Also, all portals maintain a
database of their item categories. Thus, collecting this
information invites no additional cost. Even for new users
and new items, this metadata is readily available; even if
collaborative information is missing.
Our model utilizes a label information data (matrix)
defining relations between users and/or items and the
class they belong to. For users, classes are defined on the
basis of age, gender and their occupation; for items,
multiple genres form the distinct classes. Our framework
can make use of any additional available information as

1
0
..
1

and columns corresponding to (2+P+Q) classes as shown
in fig. 1. Let us consider a user (User 1), who is a male in
age group of 18-24 and a lawyer by profession. The
classification information of this user can be used to fill
up first row of Lu . Similarly, for a female in age group of
60+ and an artist by profession, corresponding row will be
as shown in row 2 and so on.
This class label matrix provides additional data to help
predict the missing values in the rating matrix. The ratings
are predicted under the add-on constraint of maintaining
label consistency (appended as a regularization term) as

min Y  A  Z 
Z ,Wu

2
F

  Z *  u Lu  ZWu
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where, Wu is the linear map from user-item rating space to
user-class space. It defines relation between a user’s class
and their ratings; u is the regularization parameter
governing the relative importance given to rating data and
the demographic information.
Similar model is built for items as well; establishing a
relation between the item genre and the ratings given to
them by users. Each item (movie, in this case) may belong
to several classes (genres). A class-item label matrix  Lv 
is constructed such that Lv  c, j   1 if item j belongs to
class c else 0. Similar to formulation discussed in (12) we
propose item metadata based framework (12)

min Y  A  Z 
Z ,Wv

2
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  Z *  v Lv  Wv Z
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(12)
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where, Wv is the linear map (to be estimated) from useritem rating space to class-item space and v is the
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Figure 1. Construction of label matrix
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Z

belongs to class c else 0. Let us consider an example
wherein we form 2 distinct gender (M/F) groups, P
distinct non-overlapping age groups (say 1-17, 18-24 and
so on) and Q distinct occupational categories. The label
matrix  Lu  will have a row corresponding to each user

Age P
(60+)

min Y  A( Z )

well for classification purpose. We incorporate label data
into the matrix completion framework by modifying (10)
to include additional label consistent regularization terms.
Considering user metadata, we define multiple classes
based on gender, age brackets and different occupational
profiles; user can simultaneously belong to multiple
classes. Using this label information a user-class label
matrix  Lu  is defined, such that Lu i, c   1 if user i

….

added back.
Latent factor model states that the interaction between
users and items is governed by a small number of factors
– the latent factors; say, for books the latent factors may
be author and genre; for movies director, genre, cast etc.
As the interaction matrix is a function of very few
variables (~40-50) as compared to matrix dimensions
(hundreds of thousands of users and items), the matrix is
fairly low rank. The low-rank property of Z can be used to
predict the missing ratings using LRMC framework.
Thus predicting the missing interactions turns out to be a
Matrix Completion problem (10).

1
0
..
0

regularization parameter.
We also club together both formulations to exploit both
item and user metadata simultaneously as shown in (13).

min Y  A  Z 

Z ,Wv ,Wu

v Lv  Wv Z

2
F

2
F

 Z
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 u Lu  ZWu
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F

Equation (13) illustrates our final formulation for
supplementing the matrix completion model with item
and user metadata. Use of additional information helps
improve the robustness and accuracy of our recommender
system by making the problem less underdetermined.

establishes a relation between the rating data and the
genre of items i.e. it captures information relating user’s
choice of an item to its genre content. This information
map is used to determine user’s preference for a new item.
Similar to equation constructed above for users, we
can formulate item cold start problem as
.   Z newu 
 Vnew  c1  Wv 11 Wv 12 .
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3.1.3

Alleviating Cold Start Problem

For new users or items there are no ratings; making rating
prediction a challenge. We propose to use the information
map ( Wv and Wu ) extracted from solving (13), almost as a
by-product, to solve the pure cold start problem.
First let us consider, the information map Wu i.e. one
generated using user metadata. It is a map from rating
information to user label (classification) space. The map
primarily correlates the ratings or user’s choice with the
demographic profile of a user. Consider a new user U new
entering a system. As he/she signs up on the portal, their
demographic information is captured. Thus, a vector
Ucoldstart  defining class labelling of the said user

 U

U newc2

new  c1



. U newccu  can

be

constructed,

where cu is the number of classes considered for users.
From solution top (13), we have the deciphered map Wu .
The new user’s demographic information (label vector)
and the deciphered map can be related as
U new c1 . . U new ccu    Z newi1 . . Z newiN 

. 
Wu 11 Wu 12 Wu 13


(14)
.
. 
Wu  21 Wu  22


.
.
. 
 .
 .
.
.
Wu iN ccu  


where, Zcoldstart   Z newi1 . . Z newiN  is the vector





defining the new user’s rating (interaction components)
for each item in the database (total number of items, N).
Equation (14) can be written as set of linear equation (15)
(15)
U coldstart  ZcoldstartWu
Predicted interaction part for new user, Zcoldstart , can be
obtained by solving (15) using any conjugate gradient
type algorithm.
Similar approach can be followed for item cold start
problem as well by utilizing the genre information of new
item Vnew  and the information map Wv . As a new item
(say movie in our case) is added to the system, its genre
information is easily available. The information map, Wv ,

where, Vcoldstart  Vnewc1 . . Vnewccv  is the class label
vector for the new item (cv: number of distinct classes);
T

interaction
Zcoldstart   Z newu1 . . Z newuK  defines
component of ratings by all existing users for new item.
Equation (16) can be compactly written as in (17) and
solved using a conjugate gradient solver.
(17)
Vcoldstart  Wv Zcoldstart
Hence, our model can be used to mitigate both user
and item end (pure) cold start problem, as an extension of
our label consistent model, without significant
computational burden.
3.2

Algorithm Design

In this section, we present the algorithm for our proposed
formulation (13) using split Bregman technique.
Use of split Bregman technique [24] aids in faster
convergence and lower recovery errors, as no cooling of
regularization parameter is required and thus optimal
values of regularization parameters for each of the sub
problem can be set.
Firstly, in order to enable splitting of multiple norm
terms, we introduce proxy variables (P and Q) in our
formulation (13) as in (18).

min
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where, B1 and B2 are the Bregman variables.
Use of Bregman variables ensures that the equality
between original and proxy variables need not be strictly
enforced from the start. Updation of Bregman variables
helps add back the error thus making the algorithm selfcorrecting and also helps in faster convergence.
We split our formulation into simpler sub problems
using Alternating Direction method of Multipliers.
Sub Problem 1
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Sub Problem 2
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Sub Problem 3

min u Lu  QWu
Q

2
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Sub Problem 4

min Lv  Wv P
Wv
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Sub Problem 5

min Lu  QWu
Wu
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(23)
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Now, focusing on sub problem 1, it can be recast as
2
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Equation (24) can be solved by soft thresholding of
singular values [32] as follows
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2nd subproblem can be cast as a least square expression as
T
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Similarly, sub problem 3 can be recast as follows
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F
Equation (22), (23), (26) and (27), are simple least
square expressions which can be efficiently solved using
any conjugate gradient type solver. In each iteration
Bregman variables are updated as follows
(28)
B2  B2  Z  Q
(29)
B1  B1  Z  P
The iterations continue till convergence. The complete
algorithm (LCMC-Label consistent matrix Completion) is
given in fig 2.

4. Experiment and Results
We demonstrate the performance of our algorithm for a
movie recommender system. We conducted experiments
on
100K
and
1M
Movielens
datasets
(http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/). To the best of

Initialize variables ,
Set regularization parameters; max_iter
while not convergence
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P
/ / Solve for P; Solve 
   X  B1    I 
 v
  v 


 W 
u Lu
  Q v u 
/ / Solve for Q; Solve 
   X  B2 
  I 
 u

 u 
/ / Solve for Wv ; Solve min Lv  Wv P
Wv

/ / Solve for Wu ; Solve min Lu  QWu
Wu

2
F
2
F

/ / Update Bregman Variable;
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Figure 2. Algorithm - LCMC

our knowledge, these are the only public datasets which
provide relevant user and item metadata with ratings.
4.1 Description of Datasets
Both the datasets contain ratings on a scale of 1-5. 100K
dataset contains 100K ratings given by 943 users on 1682
movies and 1M dataset has 1M ratings on around 3952
movies given by 6040 users. Both datasets have less than
5% of the ratings available and hence the improvement
achieved by using metadata can be adequately gauged.
For users 30 groups are constructed – 2 for gender
(M/F), 7 for multiple age-brackets (1-17, 18-24, 25-34,
35-44, 45-49, 50-55 and 56+) and 21 for various
occupations. For items, 19 groups are formed, each
representing a different genre. This information is used to
construct label matrices  Lu , Lv  as discussed in section 3.
4.2 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Criteria
We conducted 5-fold cross validation on both the
datasets; 80% of the ratings forming the train set and
remaining 20% used for testing. The simulations are
carried out on system with i7-3770S CPU @3.10GHz
with 8GB RAM. For cold start testing, 80% of users
(items) were kept as part of training data and test done on
remaining 20% users (items).
For offline baseline estimation, value of  in (2) is set
as 1e  3 . The value of regularization parameters for our
formulation (18) is selected using greedy L-curve
technique [33]. The values for both 100K and 1M dataset
are   1e  1 , u  1e  1 , v  1e  1 , u  1 , v  1 .
The overall accuracy of our model is evaluated using
MAE (Mean absolute error) (30) and RMSE (root mean

square error) (31).
Ri , j  Rˆi , j

i, j
MAE 
R

R

i, j

RMSE 

(30)

 Rˆi , j

i, j



2

(31)

R

The relevance of recommendations for each user is
measured in terms of precision (32) and recall (33) [34]
for top-N recommendations. The values depicted in the
results are the average of values computed for each user.
Precision and recall curves are plotted for varying number
of recommendations.
#tp
(32)
Precision 
#tp  # f p

#tp

(33)

# t p  # fn

Here, t p denotes

true

positive

(item

relevant

and

recommended), f p denotes false positive (item irrelevant
and recommended) and f n denotes false negative (item
relevant and not recommended). An item is marked
relevant if it’s rated as above 3 else irrelevant.
4.3 Analyzing impact of metadata
In this section we present the results of our proposed
formulations – Label consistent matrix completion with
user metadata (LCMC-U) (11), Label consistent matrix
completion with item metadata (LCMC-I) (12), Label
consistent matrix completion with user and item metadata
(LCMC-UI) (13).
We compare the result of our work with state of the art
matrix completion and matrix factorization algorithms –
Accelerated Proximal gradient (APG) [21], Block Coordinate descent based Non negative matrix factorization
(BCD-NMF) [35], Factored item similarity model (FISM)
[36] and Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [37].
To further highlight the contribution of user/item
metadata in improving recommendation accuracy, we also
show the results for following two (sub) formulations:
1. MC: Formulation exploiting just the rating data
in a nuclear norm minimization framework i.e. user/item
metadata is not utilized (34).

min Y  A( Z )
Z

2
F

 Z

*

min Y  A  Z 

Z ,Wv ,Wv

where, R and R̂ are the actual and predicted ratings and
R is the cardinality of the rating matrix R .

Recall 

2. LC: Formulation exploiting only the label
consistency constraints i.e. without the low rank nature of
rating matrix being taken into consideration (35).

(34)

For solving (34) we adopt split Bregman technique,
similar to one used for our formulation, to maintain
consistency of algorithm efficiency and highlight the
contribution of our model (13).

2
F

 v Lv  Wv Z

2
F

 u Lu  ZWu

2
F

(35)

Equation (35) is a least squares formulation which can
be easily solved.
TABLE 1. ERROR MEASURES
100K Dataset
Algorithm
LCMC-U
LCMC-I
LCMC-UI
MC
LC
APG
PMF
BCD-NMF
FISM

MAE
0.7230
0.7224
0.7193
0.7351
0.7481
0.8847
0.7564
0.7582
0.7432

RMSE
0.9207
0.9216
0.9145
0.9319
0.9473
3.7076
0.9639
0.9816
0.9439

1M Dataset
MAE
0.6767
0.6766
0.6731
0.6813
0.7186
0.9782
0.7241
0.6863
0.7196

RMSE
0.8634
0.8612
0.8559
0.8711
0.9094
3.8109
0.9127
0.8790
0.9102

Table 1 illustrates the MAE and RMSE values for the
100K and 1M datasets for various algorithms. The results
obtained for nuclear norm minimization algorithm using
split Bregman technique (MC) indicate that it gives
around 3% lower MAE and 3.5% lower RMSE value than
the next best latent factor model based MF algorithm i.e.
PMF. Also, MC is superior than the neighborhood
inspired factor model (FISM) and achieves a 1.5% lower
MAE than the latter. This demonstrates the efficiency of
our algorithm using split Bregman technique over other
methods.
Also, our formulation using only the metadata (label
consistency) constraints also yields fairly good results.
We are able to outperform the existing matrix
factorization algorithm as well (i.e. PMF and BCD-NMF)
by around 1.7%. It gives results quite close (MAE 0.7481)
to those obtained using FISM (MAE 0.7432). Thus, both
our individual formulations, one including rating
information and other involving metadata give good
results. Then the obvious next step is to combine both
information sources to get improved prediction accuracy,
as in our combined formulation LCMC.
Comparison of our formulations incorporating
user/item metadata (LCMC) with one using just the rating
data (MC) corroborate our claim that use of secondary
information indeed improves recovery accuracy. Our
proposed formulations are able to better the MAE and
RMSE values by around 2% over the MC algorithm.
Using both user and item metadata yields slightly better
result than each of them individually.
For 1M dataset also MC formulation outperforms
existing MC/MF algorithms. Use of secondary data is

able to achieve a reduction of around 1.5% in error

measures over formulations just exploiting rating data.

Figure 3. Precision Curve (100K dataset)

Figure 4. Recall Curve (100K dataset)

Figure 5. Precision Curve (1M dataset)

Figure 6. Recall Curve (1M dataset)

The precision and recall curves for all the algorithms
for 100K and 1M dataset are given in figures 3-6. Here
also, our formulations (LCMC) show better performance
than the algorithms compared against. However, there
isn’t much difference between the precision and recall
values for LCMC formulation using either individual user
or item metadata or a combination of both. Also, the
improvement using our algorithm is more pronounced for
the 1M dataset.
4.4 Comparison with existing techniques
In this section we showcase the superiority of our
supervised learning based approach for assimilating
user/item metadata over other methods utilizing similar
information. We compare the performance of our
formulation against a neighbourhood based method
(KNN) proposed in [25] and against a latent factor MF
based formulation (Graph Reg) using graph regularization
[12]. We also compared our work against two other works
- a semi supervised learning based non negative matrix
factorization (SSNMF) technique proposed in [38] and

matrix completion framework with user metadata (MCAI)
proposed in [28].
TABLE 2. ERROR MEASURES
100K Dataset
Algorithm
LCMC-UI
KNN
SSNMF
Graph Reg
MCAI

MAE
0.7193
0.8302
0.7723
0.7577
0.7206

RMSE
0.9145
1.0467
1.0112
0.9616
0.9187

1M Dataset
MAE
0.6739
0.8198
0.7285
0.7233
0.6749

RMSE
0.8559
0.9989
0.9401
0.9139
0.8622

Table 2 shows the comparison of error measures for
100K and 1M datasets. Amongst all the algorithms for
both the datasets KNN gives the poorest results. This is
owing to the fact that neighbourhood based methods are
simple heuristic measures which perform worse than
latent factor models. On comparison to latent factor
formulation – Graph Reg – our method yields more than

Figure 7. Precision Curve (100K dataset)

Figure 8. Recall Curve (100K dataset)

Figure 9. Precision Curve (1M dataset)

Figure 10. Recall Curve (1M dataset)

5% lower MAE and RMSE values. Also, as compared to
semi-supervised learning approach adopted in [38] our
label consistent formulation is much better at capturing
the metadata information. We are able to get ~8%
reduction in MAE and RMSE values. It is also partly
contributed by use of our algorithm designed using split
Bregman approach. Comparison to another matrix
completion based approach (MCAI) also indicates that
our formulation is able to achieve a reduction in both
MAE and RMSE. It can be contributed to use of our novel
label consistent formulation that enables use of both user
and item metadata. Thus, it validates our claim that our
label consistent formulation is able to better capture the
correlation amongst users and items based on their
associated metadata.
The precision and recall curves for these methods are
given in figure 7-10. On this measure also, it’s clear that
our method performs better or at least comparable than
the other two compared against. The improvement is more
significant for 1M dataset, owing to higher sparsity of the
rating dataset.
4.5 Cold Start Problem
In this section we present our results for both the user and
item (pure) cold start problem (U-CS and I-CS). For
evaluation of our algorithm, we compute MAE and

RMSE values. None of the existing works report results
on both (user and item) cold start problems and hence we
compare against different works. For comparison, we
report the results indicated in the recent works. Table 3
gives results for our algorithm for item and user cold start
condition for 100K and 1M datasets.
TABLE 3. ERROR MEASURES FOR COLD START
Algorithm
User Cold Start - 100K
Item Cold Start - 100K
User Cold Start - 100K
Item Cold Start - 100K

MAE
0.7275
0.7271
0.7100
0.7099

RMSE
0.9217
0.9214
0.8984
0.8983

From the above data it can be observed that our design
methodology for solving the cold start problem gives
fairly good results. The MAE and RMSE values for cold
start (users or items) is sufficiently close to those obtained
for existing (warm start) users and items; as shown in
results discussed in section 4.4.
Results shown in previous works are very limited with
most of the works solving the user end cold start problem.
In [39] authors solved new user cold start problem by
proposing a hybrid system based on SCOAL. They

segregate users into groups based on available
information and design separate prediction model for each
group. The new user, based on this demographic profile,
is assigned to closest group and his ratings predicted
accordingly. They reported a MAE of 0.93 for the 100K
dataset, 29% higher than our MAE (0.73).
In [11] authors used known classification algorithms
in combination with similarity techniques (similarity
computed based on demographic information) and
prediction mechanisms to retrieve recommendations.
They conducted experiment on Movielens 1M dataset and
reported an MAE of 0.75 and RMSE of 0.95. Our
corresponding values for 1M dataset are 0.71 and 0.89.
Thus our algorithm significantly outperforms existing,
state of the art, works for mitigating the cold start
problem.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a formulation to incorporate
user-item metadata in a supervised learning augmented
matrix completion framework. Our design targets
accuracy improvement for new users and rating prediction
for new users and items. Most existing works incorporate
secondary information in a matrix factorization
framework. However, MF being bi-linear and hence nonconvex formulation does not provide convergence
guarantees. We augment the convex matrix completion
framework to include available metadata.
We defined multiple classes for both users and items
based on available secondary information. Using this
information, label matrices were constructed and used as
additional information source. The rating values were
predicted under the additional constraint of maintaining
this label consistency. Use of add-on constraint helps
reduce solution search space; in effect reducing the
underdetermined nature of the problem. We also propose
an algorithm using split Bregman technique for our
proposed formulation.
Our design for cold start problem also uses
information generated using the proposed label consistent
model and hence proves efficient in terms of
computational load. Most existing works focus on cases
where a few ratings are available, whereas in this paper
we solve a more challenging, pure cold start problem.
We illustrated the efficiency of our algorithm structure
by comparing a basic matrix completion framework using
split Bregman with existing MF/MC methods. We find
that we are able to achieve better results than state of the
art techniques in low-rank matrix completion. Secondly,
we demonstrate the improvement obtained using the base
MC formulation by augmenting it with label consistent
information. Comparison with existing methods using
metadata also shows the superiority of our design. In case
of cold start problem, our framework is able to generate
far superior results than the existing state of the art
methods for both new user and new items. In the future,

we would like to extend our design for other
recommender system as well as for simultaneous new
user-new item cold start problem.
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